
L O V E  T H E  P L A N N I N G

It’s easy to see why Italy 
remains one of the most 
popular destinations 
for both weddings 

and honeymoons. I find it 
the perfect combination of 
breathtaking views, wonderful 
warm sunshine, mouth-
watering cuisine and some of 
the finest wines in the world. 
These elements all make it a 
paradise for lovers of quality 
food and drink.
 The country’s relatively 
close proximity to the UK 
ensures that travelling there is 
easy. From most UK airports 
you can reach anywhere in 
Italy in around the 2 hour 
mark. I began my journey 
flying from Stanstead to 
Ancona with Ryan Air. I then 
rented a car, a cute Fiat 500, 
and set off armed with Google 
Maps for an Italian adventure...

LE MARCHE
I must confess, I hadn’t 
heard of the area known 
as Le Marche. It’s on the 
right hand side of Italy, at 
a similar height to Tuscany 
and it borders the Adriatic 
sea. As I was travelling from 
Ancona airport, I noticed the 
gorgeous rolling hills that 
are similar to the images that 
spring to mind of Tuscany. 

MONTELPARO
Situated 45 miles south of the 
airport this hilltop village has 
commanding views across 
the sweeping vineyards 
and olive trees out towards 
the Adriatic Sea. I stayed 
at Hotel Leone here. It is a 
charming boutique hotel 
that sits discreetly at the end 
of the village. The original 
building dates back to the 

Andy Allen expored two of the most  
beautiful areas in Italy. One relatively new  
on the tourism radar and the other is a classic

SIENA 
The main square in front 
of the tower of Torre del 
Mangia is part of the site 
for the Palio horse race

STUNNING SCENERY
Fall in love with the  

rolling hills of Tuscany

1500s and the current owners 
have lovingly renovated 
the property in an Art Deco 
style. The rooms are both 
stunning and luxurious and 
all have been decorated with 
individual style to match the 
gorgeous countryside views.  

Things to do
Anyone that enjoys wine will 
love a trip to Le Canà. This 
family-run, organic vineyard 
is just a short distance away. 
The grapes were ready for 
harvesting in late September 
when I visited. They tasted 

delicious straight from the 
vine, naturally the wines the 
family produced from their 
crop was equally fantastic. 
 One of the more quirky 
things I enjoyed in Montelparo 
was the local bicycle museum. 
It might sound unusual, but 
the bikes on display were 
vintage tradesman’s modes  
of transport. Virtually mobile 
workshops, complete with 
necessary tools. For  
example there was a  
cobbler’s, doctor’s, teacher’s, 
and a photographer’s, 
amongst others. 
 Food is obviously such 
a huge part of the Italian 
lifestyle and the local produce 
is exceptional. If you love 
antipasto, the cheeses, cold 
meats and olives at the 
charming Biodynamic farm 
are a must. It’s clearly a well-

loved farm shop as the locals 
were queuing to pick up their 
goods. They also supply to all 
the best local restaurants.
 Ever fancied making your 
own pizza in a traditional 
wood fire oven? No problem! 
The chef at Hotel Leone 
gives cookery classes. 
It’s the perfect place to 
learn everything from the 
ingredients through to using 
the paddle to scoop your 
pizza out of the oven. 

TUSCANY
Feeling slightly more 
comfortable driving my Fiat 
500 on the wrong side of 
the road (thankfully the right 
side for Italy), I set off on the 
journey to Tuscany. It doesn’t 
feel like a daunting task, 
more of an excuse to drink in 
some more of the incredible 
landscape as I made my way 
to Castello di Vicarello. 
 This exciting boutique 
hotel has 8 suites and is 
an award winning gourmet 
destination. It sits with 
superb views. I stayed in 
the Vacario Suite, this was 
once the private residence 
for the priest of the court. It 
certainly oozed charm and 
had a spacious decadent 
feel, complete with day bed. 
Making an extremely luxurious 
and romantic setting.

PISA
This superb city is well 
worth a visit. There is much 
more to see besides the 
famous leaning tower. The 
quaint back streets, superb 
shopping and gorgeous 
views are split as the city 
straddles the river Arno. I 
love street art and was really 
pleased to see the last public 
art mural by Keith Haring,  
the huge Tuttomondo.  
There is also an airport here, 
perfect if you just wanted to 
see Tuscany.

FLORENCE
The capital city of the Tuscan 
region needs no introduction.  
It was one of the wealthiest 
cities in Europe during the 
middle ages with many 
incredible building remaining 
as they would have looked 

Le Marche
& Tuscany

An Italian adventure...

ANTI PASTO
Some of the delicious offerings 
at Biodynamic Farm Shop
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L O V E  T H E  P L A N N I N G

Castello di Vicarello

TIMELESS FLORENCE
Marvel at its beauty with  
the panaromic view from 
Piazzale Michelangelo

THE LEANING TOWER
Weak foundations during 
contruction caused the tilt  
of this iconic building

THE TUSCAN DREAM  
The rolling hills and rows of 
well kept vineyard make for 

the perfect view

LE MARCHE AND TUSCANY 
Turn this gorgeous section of Italy 
into your very own road trip

back then. A must see for 
anyone visiting this area.

SIENA
This beautiful walled, 
medieval city is one of 
Italy’s most visited tourist 
attractions. Its famous for its 
horse race (Palio di Siena)
through the winding back 
streets twice a year in the 
summer. I stayed nearby 
at Borgo Scopeto, which 
offered incredible views of 
the hilltop city. The food at 
the hotel was superb.  
A sommelier was on hand  
to serve the perfect wines  
for each course of the  
tasting menu.

VOLTERRA
This town dates back 
to Roman times with an 
impressive amphitheatre re-
discovered in the 1950s.

Fans of the Twilight series of 
books will know the name 
Volterra as this is where the  
ruling vampire family Volturi 
are from. I am very happy 
to report that I saw no such 
activity whilst I was there!
 I stayed at the stunning 
Borgo Pignano whilst in the 
area. This beautiful hotel 
is situated in landscaped 
gardens and beyond that is 
extended farmland which is 
used to produce much of the 
hotels needs for food. 

MONTEPULCIANO
This famous hill town is 
known for its ‘pici’ pasta 
and fine red wines made 
from the Montepulciano 
grape. I stayed nearby by 
at the delightful Follonico 
farmhouse. This rustic B&B 
gave the perfect Tuscan 
countryside experience. It 

was dark when I arrived,  
but I woke up to jaw-
dropping views and a 
scrumptious big breakfast.
 Sadly, my Italian adventure 
ended here, but I would 
highly recommend Italy 
to anyone as the perfect 
honeymoon destination with 

something for everyone. It’s 
a part of the world you will 
want to return to again and 
again. Many of the venues 
I stayed at are also able to 
offer complete wedding 
packages. Please visit the 
above web links for more 
details, prices and availability. 

Follonico

Pisa Florence

Siena

Borgo Scopeto Hotel Leone
Borgo Pignano

Castello di Vicarello

Ancona

Quick facts
 
Flights 
We flew to Ancona from 
Stanstead aiport. The flight 
time was around 2 hours. 
ryanair.com

Car Hire 
The cost of hiring the Fiat 
500 was approximately £9 
per day from Autovia
autovia.it

Hotels
Hotel Leone
hotelleonemarche.com
Castello di Vicarello
castellodivicarello.com
Borgo Scopeto
borgoscepetorelais.it
Borgo Pignano 
borgopignano.com
Follonico
follonico.com
 
Temperature 
Averages of 21C-31C

DELIZIOSO! 
Some of the mouth-watering 
dishes served at Borgo Scopeto
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